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This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of)
inventions in this international application, as follows:

1 . claims: 1-9

A ) An athletic training system comprising:
B ) a data recording system configured to record an athletic
competition event;
C ) a data engine having
D ) a display operably associated therewith,
E) the data engine configured to receive data associated
with the recorded athletic competition event

) F ) wherein the data engine processes the data and
G ) displays the data on the display as a replay of the
event.
object : di spl ay a repl ay of an athletic competition event

2. cl aims : 10-14

A ) An athletic training system comprising:
B ) a data recording system configured to record an athletic
competition event
H ) between a first team of athletes and a second team of
athletes;
I ) a video game engine having
D ) a display operably associated therewith,
J ) the video game engine configured to receive data
associated with the recorded athletic competition event,
K ) wherein the video game engine processes the data and
displays the data on the display as a replay of the event in

animated form wherein the athletes are represented by
respective avatars.
object: display a replay of an athletic competition event in

animated form with representation of athletes by respective
avatars

3 . claims: 15-36

L ) A method comprising:
E ) receiving data electronically recorded in a sporting
event;
F ) processing the recorded sporting event data through a
data engine; and
M ) generating a virtual replay of the sporting event using
the recorded sporting event data.

object: generating a virtual replay of a sporting event

4 . claims: 37-46
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L ) A method comprising:
E ) receiving data electronically recorded in a sporting
event;
F ) processing the recorded sporting event data through a
data engine
N ) to determine one or more athletic performance statistics
of an athlete participating in the sporting event; and
O ) generating a recommendation for improving the one or more
athletic performance statistics of the athlete based on the
recorded sporting event data.
object: generating a recommendation for improving the
athletic performance statistics of an athlete

5 . claims: 47-54

L ) A method comprising:
E ) receiving electronically recorded data of a sporting
event;
P ) determining athletic performance metrics of a first
athlete based on the electronically recorded data; and
Q ) generating a simulated competition between the first
athlete and a second athlete based on the determined
athletic performance metrics of the first athlete,
object: generating a simulated competition between a first
athlete and a second athlete

6 . claims: 55-62

R ) An apparatus comprising:
B ) one or more data recording devices configured to record
data associated with a sporting event
C ) a data engine configured to:

N ) determine athletic performance statistics based on the
recorded data associated with the sporting event; and
M ) generate a virtual replay of the sporting event using the
recorded data,

S ) wherein the virtual replay includes one or more animated
portions.
object: generate a virtual replay of a sporting including
one or more animated portions.
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